
Supplementary Material
InstructPix2Pix: Learning to Follow Image Editing Instructions

A. Additional results
See Figure 14 for an example of the biases present in our

model. See Figures 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19 for more results.

B. Additional comparisons
In this section, we offer a number of additional com-

parisons. First, we compare our method qualitatively with
Prompt-to-Prompt [2] on generated images (Figure 20).
These comparisons show that our method performs compa-
rably on synthetic images (and does better on real images,
as shown in Figure 9 of the main paper). It should also be
noted that P2P requires input and output captions, while our
method uses edit instructions.

The fact that our method outperforms Prompt-to-Prompt
(both in quantitative metrics and qualitative results on
real images) may seem counter-intuitive, since Prompt-to-
Prompt is used to generate training data, but this may be for
a number of reasons: (1) we train on CLIP-filtered exam-
ples, (2) our method does not need DDIM inversion, (3) dif-
ferent classifier-free guidance formulation, or (4) the benefit
of training on a large dataset.

We additionally include a comparison to a variant of
SDEdit where the edit instructions provided to our method
are used as the conditioning text. Qualitative results can be
found in Figure 21.

We also include an additional qualitative comparison to
Text2Live [1]. In Figure 22, we show results of our model
on images from the Text2Live paper. We prepend “make it”
to the provided prompts to make them instructions.

One potential source of bias in our evaluation protocol
is the use of the same CLIP model both in evaluation and
in our method (as a conditioning signal, and as a metric for
training dataset filtering). To help assuage concerns of bias,
we additionally include another comparison in Figure 23,
where we perform the same quantitative study as in Fig-
ure 8 in the main paper, but with a different CLIP model
(ViT-B/32 instead of ViT-L/14). We find that results are
consistent across different CLIP models.

Finally, we comment on the runtime differences between
our method and the baselines presented in the paper. Edit-
ing an image with our model takes roughly 9 seconds on

an A100 GPU. This is the same speed as SDEdit (although
varying with number of diffusion steps) and twice as fast
as Prompt-to-Prompt, since it requires DDIM inversion for
real images. Text2Live takes ∼5min since it involves opti-
mizing for a single image.

C. Implementation Details
C.1. Instruction and Caption Generation

We finetune GPT3 to generate edit instructions and
edited captions. The text prompt used during fine-tuning
is the input caption concatenated with "\n##\n" as a
separator token. The text completion is a concatenation
of the instruction and edited caption with "\n%%\n" as
a separator token in between the two and "\nEND" ap-
pended to the end as the stop token. During inference,
we sample text completions given new input captions using
temperature=0.7 and frequency penalty=0.1.
We exclude generations where the input and output captions
are the same.

C.2. Paired Image Generation

We generate paired before/after training images from
paired before/after captions using Stable Diffusion [6] in
combination with Prompt-to-Prompt [2]. We use exponen-
tial moving average (EMA) weights of the Stable Diffu-
sion v1.5 checkpoint and the improved ft-MSE autoencoder
weights. We generate images with 100 denoising steps
using an Euler ancestral sampler with denoising variance
schedule proposed by Kerras et al. [4]. We ensure the same
latent noise is used for both images in each generated pair
(for initial noise as well as noise introduced during stochas-
tic sampling).

Prompt-to-Prompt replaces cross-attention weights in
the second generated image differently based on the spe-
cific edit type: word swap, adding a phrase, increasing or
decreasing weight of a word. We instead replaced self -
attention weights of the second image for the first p frac-
tion of steps, and use the same attention weight replacement
strategy for all edits.

We generate 100 pairs of images for each pair of cap-
tions. We filter training data for an image-image CLIP



Input “Make them look like flight attendants” “Make them look like doctors”

Figure 14. Our method reflects biases from the data and models it is based upon, such as correlations between profession and gender.

Input “Make it a grocery store”

Figure 15. Leighton’s Lady in a Garden moved to a new setting.

Input “Convert to a realistic photo” “Turn into a 3D model”

Figure 16. Van Gogh’s Self-Portrait with a Straw Hat in different mediums.



Input “Add boats on the water” “Replace the mountains with a city skyline”

Figure 17. A landscape photograph shown with different contextual edits. Note that isolated changes also bring along accompanying
contextual effects: the addition of boats also adds wind ripples in the water, and the added city skyline is reflected on the lake.

Input “It is now midnight” “Add a beautiful sunset”

Figure 18. A photograph of a cityscape edited to show different times of day.

Input “Apply face paint” “What would she look like as a
bearded man?”

“Put on a pair of sunglasses” “She should look 100 years old”

“What if she were in an anime?” “Make her terrifying” “Make her more sad” “Make her James Bond” “Turn her into Dwayne The Rock
Johnson”

Figure 19. Vermeer’s Girl with a Pearl Earring with a variety of edits.



“a castle next to a river” “children drawing of a castle [...]” “make it a children’s drawing”

‘A car on the side of the street”

P2P before
“A car on the [...] at night”

P2P after
“make it night time”

Our edits

Figure 20. Editing generated images. P2P generates a pair of im-
ages from a pair of captions (left, middle). Our model can perform
comparable edits, given the first image and an instruction (right).

“Alias Grace [...]” “add a crown.” “add a crown.”

“industrial design living room [...]”

Inputs
“add a bedroom”

SDEdit
“add a bedroom”

Our edits

Figure 21. An alternative version of our qualitative experiments
with SDEdit [5], where the guiding text used is instead the edit
instruction provided to our method. These results correspond with
examples in Fig. 9.

Input “oreo cake” “ice” “brioche” “spinach moss cake”

Input “make it an oreo cake” “make it ice” “make it brioche” “make it a spinach cake”

Figure 22. A comparison on the highlighted results from the
Text2Live [1] paper. Here we show our results on the bottom and
the edited images from Text2Live on the top.

threshold of 0.75 to ensure images are not too different, an
image-caption CLIP threshold of 0.2 to ensure images cor-
respond with their captions, and a directional CLIP similar-
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Figure 23. The same quantitative study from Figure 8 in the main
paper, but using a different CLIP model (ViT-B/32 instead of ViT-
L/14).

ity of 0.2 to ensure the change in before/after captions cor-
respond with the change in before/after images. For each
each pair of captions, we sort any image pairs that pass all
filters by the directional CLIP similarity and keep up to 4
examples.

C.3. Training InstructPix2Pix

We train our image editing model for 10,000 steps on
8× 40GB NVIDIA A100 GPUs over 25.5 hours. We train
at 256× 256 resolution with a total batch size of 1024. We
apply random horizontal flip augmentation and crop aug-
mentation where images are first resized randomly between
256 and 288 pixels and then cropped to 256. We use a learn-
ing rate of 10−4 (without any learning rate warm up). We
initialize our model from EMA weights of the Stable Diffu-
sion v1.5 checkpoint, and adopt other training settings from
the public Stable Diffusion code base.

While our model is trained at 256 × 256 resolution, we
find it generalized well to 512 × 512 resolution at infer-
ence time, and generate results in this paper at 512 resolu-
tion with 100 denoising steps using an Euler ancestral sam-
pler with denoising variance schedule proposed by Kerras
et al. [4]. Editing an image with our model takes roughly 9
seconds on an A100 GPU.

D. Classifier-free Guidance Details
As discussed in Section 3.2.1 of the main paper, we apply

classifier-free guidance with respect to two conditionings:
the input image cI and the text instruction cT . We introduce
separate guidance scales sI and sT that enable separately
trading off the strength of each conditioning. Below is the
modified score estimate for our model with classifier-free
guidance (copied from Equation 3 in the main paper):

ẽθ(zt, cI , cT ) = eθ(zt,∅,∅)

+ sI · (eθ(zt, cI ,∅)− eθ(zt,∅,∅))

+ sT · (eθ(zt, cI , cT )− eθ(zt, cI ,∅))

Our generative model learns P (z|cI , cT ), the probability
distribution of image latents z = E(x) conditioned on an
input image cI and a text instruction cT . We arrive at our



particular classifier-free guidance formulation by express-
ing the conditional probability as follows:

P (z|cT , cI) =
P (z, cT , cI)

P (cT , cI)
=

P (cT |cI , z)P (cI |z)P (z)

P (cT , cI)

Diffusion models estimate the score [3] of the data dis-
tribution, i.e., the derivative of the log probability. Taking
the logarithm gives us the following expression:

log(P (z|cT , cI)) = log(P (cT |cI , z)) + log(P (cI |z))
+ log(P (z))− log(P (cT , cI))

Taking the derivative and rearranging we attain:

∇z log(P (z|cT , cI)) =∇z log(P (z))

+∇z log(P (cI |z))
+∇z log(P (cT |cI , z))

This corresponds with the terms in our classifier-free
guidance formulation in Equation 3 in the main paper. Our
guidance scale sI effectively shifts probability mass toward
data where an implicit classifier pθ(cI |zt) assigns high like-
lihood to the image conditioning cI , and our guidance scale
sT effectively shifts probability mass toward data where an
implicit classifier pθ(cT |cI , zt) assigns high likelihood to
the text instruction conditioning cT . Our model is capa-
ble of learning these implicit classifiers by taking the dif-
ferences between estimates with and without the respective
conditional input. Note there are multiple possible formula-
tions such as switching the positions of cT and cI variables.
We found that our particular decomposition works better for
our use case in practice.
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